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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.5-rev26
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.5-rev22
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6035.

MWB-1248 Attachment downloads not working when app password used
RestrictedAction.Type was missing from the getAttachmentAction.
This has been solved by adding missing action type.
OXUIB-1025 Accessing shared files in a certain order fails
Failed virtual folder ”request” caused error and error handler failed as ’error’ and ’options’ were undefined.
This has been solved by adding fallback for ’error’ and ’options’.
OXUIB-1023 Permissions dialog does not support link-only case anymore
Feature were accidentally removed during refactoring.
This has been solved by adding feature again.
MWB-1252 Compose starting from Drivemail saved draft containing attachments does not
have attachment size information
File attachment size not correctly advertised on mail and composition space retrieval calls.
Now orderly advertise file attachment size on mail and composition space retrieval calls.
MWB-1268 Explicit deleting of draft from mail draft folder does not delete corresponding
drivemail draft folder from drive
Referenced shared attachment folder not removed on message deletion.
This has been fixed by dropping referenced shared attachment folder on message deletion.
MWB-1267 Deleting drivemail draft via DELETE mail/compose/draft.xxxx does not delete
drivemail draft folder from drive
Drive Mail folder not dropped when composition space is closed.
This has been solved by also dropping Drive Mail folder when composition space is closed.
MWB-1272 Content-Type: message/delivery-status not shown in App Suite
Message’s delivery-status was not displayed.
Now display message’s delivery-status.
OXUIB-963 2fa not working with form/token login anymore
Rampup extensions trying to fetch data without session requiring multifactor.
This has been fixed by exiting the rampup stage early if multifactor is required after login.
OXUIB-899 Drivemail: auto switch is done too late to prevent overquota issues
There is no check if the email exceeds the available storage space before it is forwarded to the
backend.
A check, if the email exceeds the available storage space before it is forwarded to the backend, has
been implemented. Furthermore, a dialog with a corresponding hint has been implemented to indicate the switching to DriveMail.
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OXUIB-976 Mobile onboarding wizard - Upsell only available for EAS / CalDAV/CardDAV missing
Unnecessary double capability check, which broke upsell configuration.
This has been solved by just checking for one capability for each entry.
MWB-1265 Password reset link not invalidated after setting new password
Password change not forwarded to cross-context database.
Align guest reference in cross-context database after setting new password in ”reset” dialog to solve
this issue.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

MWB-1248, OXUIB-1025, OXUIB-1023, MWB-1252, MWB-1268, MWB-1267, MWB-1272, OXUIB-963,
OXUIB-899, OXUIB-976, MWB-1265,
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